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Target Audience:
This Heads & Principals Forum is open to Executive
Principals and all Heads/Principals, with an
opportunity to meet informally and network with other schools
and to increase face-to-face interaction, particularly as we
were deprived of these opportunities during much of 2020
and 2021.

The Heads & Principals Forum Programme will explore
Legislation Compliance with Simpson Grierson, the economy
and financial markets and what your school should consider
in their short and long term financial planning with ANZ. 
Peter Buckingham from Spectrum Analysis shall share how
an increasing number of Australian independent schools are
using demographic analysis to inform strategic decision
making, and how this might be applied in the New Zealand
context. 
Ben O’Meara the Policy Group Manager - System and
Schooling Policy shall give an update from the Ministry of
Education and give an overview of the Education Work
Programme that will have an impact on the independent
school sector. 
Dr Denise Quinlan will discuss the early warning signs of
stress and burnout, share the key practices leaders need to
adopt to prevent burnout, and continue to lead and perform
at a high level.
Lesley Hoskin the Chief Executive of the Teaching Council of
Aotearoa New Zealand shall speak to ‘Professional
Boundaries’.
David Seymour MP for Epsom and Leader of ACT New
Zealand shall discuss the ACT Party’s education policy and
his views on the role and value of independent schools in the
New Zealand education system.

All Heads/Principals are encouraged to submit topics for
discussion at the open forum prior to and/or on the day. To
get value out of the informal forum we need you to offer
discussion topics that are relevant to you and will assist you
in your role.

Register today!

ISNZ Heads &
Principals Forum



Peter Buckingham BSc, GradDip (Market Modelling), CMC, CFE, FFCA, FIMC co-founded Spectrum
Analysis Australia Pty Ltd on 21 June 1996 and is responsible for its growth and for securing the variety
of large and small clients we enjoy.
He joined Spectrum Analysis full-time in 1999 following extensive experience in the oil industry at Caltex
Australia, in a multitude of roles. 
Peter has international experience working in the design and implementation of the sales prediction
modelling for Caltex International, which went on to be used by Chevron and Texaco internationally.

Peter Buckingham - Managing Director - Spectrum Analysis
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Zac Fargher - Senior Associate - Simpson Grierson

Bronwyn Heenan - Partner - Simpson Grierson

Mike Mercer - Senior Associate - Simpson Grierson

Senior Associate in the Public Law and Local Government teams at Simpson Grierson. 
Zac advise clients on the creation, interpretation and impact of public policy and legislation. This
includes advising government clients on their obligations and on key strategic and operational
decisions. I advise clients in the private sector on complying with regulation and on engaging in policy
and decision making processes. He also represent clients in high value, high impact litigation.
Recently, he has advised on novel judicial review proceedings regarding climate change, major
infrastructure projects and Covid-19 policy. Zac has also been representing clients in large
independent inquiries, including the Royal Commission of Inquiry into Abuse in Care. 

Bronwyn is a partner in the Simpson Grierson’s employment law group in the Wellington office.
She has significant experience in all aspects of employment law with particular expertise in
disciplinary and termination matters (including conducting investigations), change management
processes, mergers and acquisitions, and health and safety. Bronwyn is known for providing
pragmatic and commercial advice to her clients across the public and private sectors as well as local
government.

Mike has experience in all aspects of employment law, including advising on disciplinary and
dismissal processes, restructures and redundancies, employment agreements, workplace policies,
independent investigations, performance management, holidays and leave issues, union and industrial
disputes, personal grievance issues, and human rights and privacy law issues.   
 
Mike’s significant experience in the education sector includes two secondments with the Ministry of
Education to provide advice to the Ministry’s Schools’ Payroll Holidays Act Programme for the
calculation and delivery of remediation payments to affected current and former staff. 



Dr Denise Quinlan - Co-director - New Zealand Institute of Wellbeing and Resilience

Lesley Hoskin’s career began in a large IT company before leading an e-learning and change
management business for 15 years.  Lesley has led policy conversations and large implementation
teams with a focus to lift student achievement as Associate Deputy Secretary Student Achievement at
the Ministry of Education and led the teacher payroll recovery project as Associate Deputy Secretary
Novopay, before starting at the Teaching Council as Chief Executive. 

Lesley has a Diploma in Te Reo Māori, a Masters in Public Sector Management, and a Postgraduate
Diploma in Management & Leadership from Oxford University. 

Before politics, David worked as an electrical engineer in New Zealand and for private sector think
tanks in Canada. He has served as ACT Leader and MP for Epsom since 2014. In Government, he
was responsible for Regulatory Reform and charter schools. From opposition, he passed the End-of-
Life Choice Act.
Fearless and principled, he is known for standing up for his constituents and, if necessary, to every
other party. He has been named MP of the year twice, and ‘the only one talking sense’ too many
times to count.

David Seymour - MP for Epsom and Leader of ACT New Zealand

Co-director of the New Zealand Institute of Wellbeing & Resilience and Adjunct Senior Fellow at the
University of Canterbury, Denise speaks at global conferences, creates online courses, writes books,
academic articles and blogs to spread her insights far and wide.
Originally an equity analyst and dealer-broker on the London Stock Exchange, consulting with Deloitte
and KPMG in the UK and NZ, Denise’s corporate background informs her work with senior executives
across the globe.
Her research is published in international academic journals and several edited volumes and
her Podcast, Bringing Wellbeing to Life, features interviews with leading wellbeing authorities from
around the world.

Lesley Hoskin - Chief Executive - Teaching Council of Aotearoa New Zealand
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Kriselle is currently the Regional Manager for the ANZ branches in the Wellington Tararua’s region.
Kriselle has worked in ANZ for the last 16 years, the majority of that time spent in the Business team with
a stint in the Australian Contact Centre based in Wellington. 

Kriselle Smith - Regional Manager Wellington - ANZ



9.00am
 

Welcome and Introduction
Deborah James - Executive Director - Independent Schools of New Zealand

9.30am
 

Royal Commission of Inquiry into Abuse in Care: Redress processes: Update
Legislation Updates

Legislation Compliance Update

Zac Fargher - Senior Associate
Bronwyn Heenan - Partner
Mike Mercer - Senior Associate
Simpson Grierson

10.00am

Our guest speaker from ANZ shall give an overview of the economy and the financial markets
and what schools should consider in their short and long term financial planning.

Kriselle Smith - Regional Manager - ANZ

10.15am
 

Morning tea

10.45am
 

Hope is NOT a Strategy
Marketing, enrolment, advancement and investment strategies can be developed effectively if
you know the facts and data of your school. Quality demographics and mapping data, analysis
and reporting can provide reliable information for the board and leadership team to make well-
informed decisions. In this session, Peter Buckingham from Spectrum Analysis shall share how
an increasing number of Australian independent schools are using demographic analysis to
inform strategic decision making, and how this might be applied in the New Zealand context.
Whether there are questions relating to future population projections and enrolments, marketing,
or major infrastructure issues such as new campuses, there is great data available to assist you
in making business critical decisions for your school.  This session will explore the data that is
available and how you can access it.

Peter Buckingham - Managing Director - Spectrum Analysis

11.45am

The Education and Training Act 2022: the implications for private schools.
Curriculum and Assessment Changes:

NCEA mandatory Literacy and Numeracy Standards from 2024.
International Education Strategy.
Guidelines for schools providing supplementary education.

Ministry of Education

Ben O’Meara - Policy Group Manager, System and Schooling Policy - Ministry of Education

12.15pm

David Seymour, ACT New Zealand Leader and MP for Epsom, has accepted our invitation to
join us at the forum. Mr Seymour shall discuss the ACT Party’s education policy and his views
on the role and value of independent schools in the New Zealand education system.
 
This session also provides you with an opportunity to ask questions of Mr Seymour.

David Seymour - MP and Leader - ACT New Zealand
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12.45pm
 

Lunch

1.30pm

Who Looks After the Leaders in Your School?
Over the past three years leaders have been asked to provide direction, reassure, quickly
adapt, motivate and support their teams and broader school communities to help cope with
the vast changes schools have lived through since March 2020. Leaders have delivered for
their schools, and have taken care of others, but often at the expense of their own health and
wellbeing.
In this session Denise Quinlan will discuss the early warning signs of stress and burnout,
share the key practices leaders need to adopt to prevent burnout, and continue to lead and
perform at a high level. She will also explore with you, how schools can support their leaders
– including the role of internal/external coaches, and the role of the Boards in supporting
Principal wellbeing. She will make the case that leadership wellbeing must have a place on
the school agenda at the Board level. Schools cannot afford for Principal wellbeing to
become the spinning plate that is allowed to fall.

Dr Denise Quinlan - Co-director - New Zealand Institute of Wellbeing and Resilience

2.30pm

Royal Commission of Inquiry into Abuse in Care.
Recent law changes.
The Media: Comment on two recent media items:

the discipline case about a teacher who removed a student’s headphones, and 
the use of Te Reo Māori.

Teaching Council of Aotearoa New Zealand - Professional Boundaries
Our guest from the Teaching Council of Aotearoa New Zealand shall speak to ‘Professional
Boundaries’ with reference to: 

Lesley Hoskin - Chief Executive - Teaching Council of Aotearoa New Zealand

3.00pm

Primary Schools Open Forum
Secondary Schools Open Forum

Open Forum
In this session we shall divide into two groups:

This popular session gives delegates the opportunity to raise any matter/issue for discussion
with fellow principal colleagues. 

Topics may be nominated prior to and on the day.

Facilitators:
Juliet Small - Principal - Saint Kentigern Girls’ School
Mark Wilson - Executive Principal - Kristin School 

3.45pm Reporting back and joint group open forum.

4.15pm Seminar close followed by afternoon tea.
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Register Today!


